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The AIM Program Weekly News
May 23-29, 2014

In This Issue
Events: 
• Everything is Energy Show Topics
• Everything is Energy Weekly Show with Stephen Lewis
• Latest AIM Essentials Conference Call with Roberta Hladek
Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update:
Three new Hereditary frequencies added to AIM
News and Resources:
• Happy Birthday to EMC2 Founder Stephen Lewis
• Memorial Day - Office Closed
• Quote for the Week
• Recommended Reading
• EMC² Healing Meditation
• AIM Scholarship Programs
• The AIM Program on Facebook
AIM Testimonial: 
• Jason from Nevada
EMC² Shop: Purchase your copy of Sanctuary The Path To Consciousness in paperback or on CD.
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EMC² Buttons: Check out EMC² Buttons for sale.

Events
Everything is Energy Show Topics for Episode #436 05/22/14:
• Newly revealed Hereditary imbalances added to the AIM database. 
• Founder of homeopathy, Samuel Hahnemann, had no computer yet knew how common certain things were,
things that are in alignment with what Stephen sees energetically. 
• As we discuss what frequencies are similar to, remember that no two people experience them or the healing
of them in the same way. 
• Important observation: Healing yourself means not being a victim. 
• People just starting on AIM heal at a slower rate at first, and have a "bigger menu" of balancing energies from
which to choose. 
• Pages 142-143 in Sanctuary (pre-AIM): looking at "what's right", beginnings of enhancing frequencies. 
• Things can be masked from someone who is looking at you from the outside, but they are not masked from
you. With AIM, you are looking at you from the inside - you are the only one who can do that. 

To download or listen to this week's Everything is Energy Weekly Show go to www.talkshoe.com/tc/1329.

Stephen's Everything is Energy Weekly Show
Thursday, May 29, 2014 
9-10 AM (Pacific), 10-11 AM (Mountain), 11 AM-12 PM (Central), 12-1 PM (Eastern)
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Please join Stephen Lewis, the developer of the AIM Program of Energetic Balancing and co-author of the novel
Sanctuary: The Path to Consciousness for the latest on newly revealed hereditary imbalances (what they’re
similar to, how they may manifest, how "rare" or common they may be) and enlightening discussions on
Stephen’s ever-expanding research and testing techniques and their implications for the comprehensiveness of
the AIM Program and our potential well-being as AIM participants.

To download or listen to this week's Everything is Energy Show, go to www.talkshoe.com/tc/1329.

To access past episodes, scroll down the page and click on the "Info" circle graphic to see episode
descriptions and listen to or download any episode. 

Questions? Please email them to energy@energeticmatrix.com with "E is E question" in the subject line.

Latest AIM Essentials Conference Call with Roberta Hladek

 
AIM Then and Now. 

As the second person to be on AIM, and one of the "Keepers of the Trays", Roberta shares her unique
perspective of how AIM and its Founders have evolved over the years.
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Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update
As of May 22, 2014

This week there were three new Hereditary frequencies revealed to us.

The first new Hereditary frequency 8067 was revealed to us and added to the AIM Program on May 19, 2014.
This frequency is believed to function within the energetic orbs of the Lungs, Respiratory System and Lymph
Glands.
It may manifest itself through the unresolved emotional etiologic frequency of: Mistrustfulness. 

The second new Hereditary frequency 8018 was revealed to us and added to the AIM Program on May 19,
2014. This frequency is believed to function within the energetic orbs of the Muscles, Joints, Heart, Digestive
Tract, Spine and Brain.
It may manifest itself through the unresolved emotional etiologic frequencies of: Fixations. 

The third new Hereditary frequency 8028 was revealed to us and added to the AIM Program on May 21, 2014.
This frequency is believed to function within the energetic orbs of the Muscles, Joints, Lungs, Respiratory
System, Central Nervous System, Bloodstream, Circulation, Sinuses and Nose.
It may manifest itself through the unresolved emotional etiologic frequencies of: Indecision. 

Here is the update on past frequencies that were revealed and added to the AIM Program last week:

8027, 8037, 8047 & 8057 We believe have balanced in all those AIM Participants who were clearing them. 

Regarding the frequencies that have cleared, we clarify: "We cannot say with certainty or accuracy that they
have cleared in all, because we cannot check all. Additionally, some heal more slowly because of underlying
energetic weakness, such as the frequency of parasites."

REMINDER: Although the frequencies have balanced in those who are positive for them, we may have to allow
our physical being to strengthen to notice the positive effects.
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Click here for a more-detailed explanation of the Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update

For more information on the latest frequencies you can listen to the Everything is Energy Show every Thursday
morning from 9-10 AM (Pacific). (See the listing in Events.)

News and Resources

Quote for the Week

With Honor and Gratitude We Remember. 
~~

Recommended Reading
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Self Healing begins with your mindset

EMC² Healing Meditation
If you're ready to supercharge your experience with the AIM Program, consider learning the techniques
introduced in the EMC² Healing Meditation, available here: aimprogram.com/meditate.

AIM Scholarship Programs
As part of our outreach activities and continuous research, EMC² offers scholarships for those found to have
the frequency of Autism, Down Syndrome or Cystic Fibrosis. Visit our web site for details AIM Scholarship
Programs.

Visit the AIM Program on Facebook
To connect and share with us, please visit our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/EMC2aimprogram.

AIM Testimonial
Here is just one story of self-healing experienced by one of the tens of thousands of people who have utilized
AIM to help unleash their innate healing capacity to achieve miraculous levels of well-being. We invite you to
view others and take advantage of the convenient "search by keywords" feature which allows you to search
through a wide array of topics. Click on the Testimonials tab at the top of www.aimprogram.com and choose
Written Testimonials or just click here.

Jason from Nevada 

For the past seven years of my life I have had agonizing back pain. It got to the point to where I couldn’t even
work I was walking around like a cripple, I mean really bad. Sometimes I had shooting pains down both legs,
and it was just really horrible. I tried everything to get rid of it; Doctor’s, herbal care, exercises, stretches, and it
never went away. I got on The AIM Program, and two weeks later it was completely gone. I feel no pain
whatsoever, it’s made me a harder worker; I can work all day long without having to lay down. I can’t explain it
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but I don’t hurt, I can run, I can jump, now I’m looking forward to playing all the sports I used to play, I can bowl
20-30 games a night again. Everything feels really great. I don’t know how it works but I love it, I believe in it. I’m
one of those people that has to see something that works in order to believe in it, and I believe in it.

Click on the link to purchase your copy of Sanctuary aimprogram.com/books.com.

       
"The eagle and the mountain lion told me I had a duty to bring this work to others and that I would be

led to the moment when it could be shared widely. And it would happen when the time was right." 
~Sanctuary The Path To Consciousness page 98~

EMC² Buttons
3 Buttons for $2.75, including shipping and handling in U.S. (International orders add $2.90)

Click here to order your buttons
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~ For previous Newsletters, visit the EMC² Weekly News archives ~

Energetic Matrix Church of Consciousness, LLC 
5502 South Fort Apache Road Ste 110 • Las Vegas, Nevada 89148 • USA 

877-500-3622 • aimprogram.com
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